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Abstract
Aim: The aim of this study is to evaluate the efficiency of audio-visual distraction eyewear and computer-controlled delivery system
during extraction procedure.

Materials and Methods: This study includes 40 children, aged between 4 to 9 years. Children were randomly divided equally into

two groups as I and II. Modified Child Dental Anxiety Scale was used for assessment of anxiety before treatment. After the procedure,
children were asked to rate their pain while treatment on the Wong Bakers’ faces pain scale. Changes in blood oxygen saturation level

and heart rate were noted in every 10 min.
Results: Statistically significant difference was seen for the values of heart rate, anxiety and pain severity between the groups (p <

0.01).
Conclusion: The use of audio-visual distraction eyewear and computer controlled local anaesthesia delivery system is a good option
for effective behaviour management technique for invasive procedures like extraction in young children.
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Introduction
One of the most important aim of the Pediatric Dentist is to of-

fer the anxiety free atmosphere along with good quality of den-

tal treatment to the children. According to various studies it has
shown that approximately 14% of 4-11 years old children are

anxious during dental treatment and one of the biggest fears is of
injection. To treat the children various pharmacological and nonpharmacological methods are available [1,2].

One of the common methods of non-pharmacological man-

agement is distraction. This helps in reducing the stress and pain

perception of children. Distraction involves television watching,
listening to music etc which helps to distract the child from painful
stimuli. That will lead to relaxed experience to the child [3].

Recently computer controlled local anaesthesia delivery system

has been introduced. It distributes a constant flow rate of local an-
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aesthetic irrespective of the location, density, and resiliency of the
soft tissues at the injection site [4].

Hence, the aim of present study is to evaluate the efficiency of

audiovisual distraction eyewear and computer controlled local anesthesia delivery system.
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Extraction on the Wong Bakers’ faces pain scale. (Figure 1) Anx-

iety level is evaluated by MCDAS scale after the treatment. A paired
sample t‑test and independent sample t‑test were used to compare
the significant changes.

Methods

This randomized clinical study was carried out in Department

of Pediatric and Preventive Dentistry in GDC Mumbai.

The study included 42 children aged 4–9 years old. For evalua-

tion of anxiety level of children Modified Child Dental Anxiety Scale

(MCDAS) was used before extraction procedures of primary molars.

According to inclusion criteria children with previous dental

treatment like restorations and with MCDAS score of 19 and above,
with no systemic disorders were recruited.

Children were randomly divided equally into two groups as

Figure 1: Wong Bakers’ faces pain scale.

I and II using the stratified random selection method. Informed
consent was taken from the parents. After taking proper medical,

Results

undergone extraction treatment while watching cartoon of their
choice projected through a projector without video eyewear. Pa-

group. Both the treatment groups had undergone extraction pro-

anesthesia delivery system.

cedure. group I patients had undergone extraction treatment while

without audiovisual video eyewear. Participants in group II, were

dental history and radiographic examination, group I patients had
tients were then anesthetized by using computer controlled local

Patients in group II were seated and then video eyewear was

placed on the patients’ eyes and attached to the mobile and car-

There were a random division 42 children two groups, 21 per

watching cartoon of their choice projected through a projector
allowed to use audio-visual video eyewear.

There is statistically non-significant difference among the

toons were played.

groups for blood oxygen saturation level. While statistically highly

pletely and had headphones to deliver the sound. Patients were

Discussion

The video eyewear blocked the visual field of the child com-

then anesthetized by using computer controlled local anesthesia
delivery system.

Blood oxygen saturation and pulse rate were monitored and

noted throughout the procedure every 10 min using pulse oximeter for extraction procedure. After the completion of the extraction

procedure, pulse oximeter and audiovisual distraction eyewear

were removed, and the patients were asked to rate their pain while

significant difference seen for the values of heart rate, anxiety and
pain severity between the groups (p < 0.01) (Graph 1-4)

This study showed that audio-visual distraction eyewear and

computer controlled local anaesthesia are effective tools in management of anxious children.

Ram., et al. (2010), in their study concluded that the use of AV

eyeglass system was more effective than regular television screen
and it can also be used instead of nitrous oxide-oxygen sedation in
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Graph 1: Inter group comparison of blood oxygen
saturation level.

Graph 4: Inter group comparison of pain severity.
managing anxious patients in the dental clinic [5]. When there is
comparison of various behaviour management techniques like mu-

sic relaxation, storytelling, listening to the audio by headphones,
playing video games and watching television, the AV eyeglasses
minimize not only children’s anxiety towards dental treatment, but

also enhance children’s cooperative behaviour [6,7] which is consistent with the results of this study.

Some earlier studies have also reported that parents and the

paediatric dentists were relaxed and satisfied about this treatment
modality [5].
Graph 2: Inter group comparison of heart rate.

Patel., et al. (2006) showed that children who enjoyed playing

hand-held video games had less anxiety during local anaesthesia
as compared with the children who had only their parental presence [8].

The video eyewear is a better distraction tool than watching

videos projected on the screen. This is due to the occlusive eye-

wear which projects the images right in front of the eyes of the user
thereby blocking out real world’s visual and auditory stimuli. As a

result child’s attention will be diverted so that treatment will be
easier. Animated cartoons can be shown to the children.

During any dental treatment, effective pain control is the key to

Graph 3: Inter group comparison of anxiety severity.

achieve comfort, cooperation, and patient compliance [5,8]. Several techniques are used which include the application of topical anaesthetic before injection, use of smaller gauge needles, and slow

delivery of the anaesthetic solution [9,10]. In our study, we used

computer controlled local anaesthesia delivery system to induce
local anaesthesia.
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In the present study, there was no statistically significant dif-

ference for the values of blood oxygen saturation throughout the
treatment.

Heart rate, pain severity and anxiety severity was greater in the

group where audio-visual distraction eyewear was not used.

This combination modality using audio-visual distraction with

audio-visual eyewear along with computer controlled local anaesthesia delivery system during extraction procedure was more effective than routine behaviour management interventions. Therefore,
it is highly recommended as an effective behaviour management
technique.

Conclusion
Audio-visual distraction and computer controlled local anaes-

thesia delivery system helps in reducing fear, anxiety of children
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